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  ABSTRACT 

Fuzzy Logic Controller plays a key role in controlling many 

technologies and control systems, one of which is the photovoltaic (PV) 

system. Several control algorithms are used to increase system efficiency 

as well as save energy. One of the most popular and best of them all is 

the Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) console. A lot of research 

has introduced the fuzzy logic control of the Maximum Power Point 

Tracking (MPPT) algorithm for PV systems with different scenarios. 

The main difference between this work and related work is the ability of 

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) to work with Embedded 

Systems Design Techniques (EDST) to design processor systems using 

MPPT function fuzzy logic controllers. The control system in this work 

is designed on an embedded processor implemented on ZYNQ702 

FPGAs using embedded systems design techniques. The hardware 

system consists of a ZYNQ processor, eight AXI timers, an Integrated 

Logic Analyzer (ILA), an XADC processor, an advanced Xilinx 

interconnect (AXI) module that acts as a bus system for the processor as 

well as a DC-DC boost converter for load voltage regulation. Software 

programming includes reading the photovoltaic power, generation of 

eight pulse width modulation (PWM) signals with on and off cycle 

variables via AXI timers, and final fuzzy logic controller design to select 

the appropriate PWM channel according to the MPPT function. The 

processor system built on the ZYNQ702 FPGA is implemented using 

tools from the vivado2018.3 integrated development environment (IDE) 

and programmed using the C language to work according to the target. 

The results of the designed system showed that the duty cycle of the 

selected PWM varies with the output voltage of the (PV) to achieve 

maximum power point tracking, the selected PWM signal must be 

applied to the DC-DC boost converter to stabilize the load voltage at 

24V, Then the photovoltaic system is simulated using MPPT algorithm 

using fuzzy logic rules and boost converter using MATLAB / 

SIMULINK environment for the purpose of matching and verifying the 

experimental results relative to the simulation. In this work ZYNQ 702 

used, and the gated result that the system is more fast and accurate with 

less power consumption and silicon area in the ZYNQ702 Kit relative to 

the related works.  




